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	The rapidly expanding field of galaxy formation lies at the interface between astronomy, particle physics, and cosmology. Covering diverse topics from these disciplines, all of which are needed to understand how galaxies form and evolve, this book is ideal for researchers entering the field. Individual chapters explore the evolution of the Universe as a whole and its particle and radiation content; linear and nonlinear growth of cosmic structure; processes affecting the gaseous and dark matter components of galaxies and their stellar populations; the formation of spiral and elliptical galaxies; central supermassive black holes and the activity associated with them; galaxy interactions; and the intergalactic medium. Emphasizing both observational and theoretical aspects, this book provides a coherent introduction for astronomers, cosmologists, and astroparticle physicists to the broad range of science underlying the formation and evolution of galaxies.
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HTML5 Game Development InsightsApress, 2014

	HTML5 Game Development Insights is a from-the-trenches collection of tips, tricks, hacks, and advice straight from professional HTML5 game developers. The 24 chapters here include unique, cutting edge, and essential techniques for creating and optimizing modern HTML5 games. You will learn things such as using the Gamepad...
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Approximation Theory: From Taylor Polynomials to Wavelets (Applied and Numerical Harmonic Analysis)Birkhauser, 2005

	This concisely written book gives an elementary introduction to a classical area of mathematics – approximation theory – in a way that naturally leads to the modern field of wavelets.  The exposition, driven by ideas rather than technical details and proofs, demonstrates the dynamic nature of mathematics and the...
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Killer Presentations: Power the Imagination to Visualise Your Point - With Power PointHow to Books, 2007
The message in this book is likely to be a revelation for anyone who makes presentations. The possibilities described may surprise, but they are real and – very important – they are tried and tested. They can turn many a pedestrian event into something special and, above all, can maximise effectiveness in a way that directly builds...
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Compiler Construction Using Java, JavaCC, and YaccJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Broad in scope, involving theory, the application of that theory, and programming technology, compiler construction is a moving target, with constant advances in compiler technology taking place. Today, a renewed focus on do-it-yourself programming makes a quality textbook on compilers, that both students and instructors will enjoy using, of...
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Unity AI Programming EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Use Unity3D, a popular game development ecosystem, to add realistic AI to your games quickly and effortlessly


	About This Book

	
		Implement pathfinding, pathfollowing, and use navigation mesh generation to move your AI characters within the game environment
	
		Use behaviour trees to design logic...
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Information Technology for Management: Improving Strategic and Operational PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Students graduating today face a tough job market—making

	it important that they develop the expertise and critical

	thinking skills that give them a competitive edge.

	Information Technology for Management, 8th edition is

	designed to give students an edge when they face the

	challenges and opportunities that business...
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